Mining Colocation
We are one of the
largest crypto mining
service providers in
the world.

Since 2013 Advania DC Mining
Services are the right fit for you.

Flexible:
We work with customers from a few
kW to multi MW infrastructure.

Optimized:
ASIC, GPU or other, we work with you
to find the best data center solution

+80MW
Power Capacity
+100
Mining Customers
+50,000
Managed Miners

for your operations.

Secure:
We are ISO 27001 certified ensuring
reliability and physical security of
your infrastructure.

Ready:
We can help you achieve maximum
hashrate to optimize hardware
investments and minimize downtime.

We offer 4 levels of services
that cover the whole spectrum
of crypto mining needs:
Wholesale DC:
Are you looking to mine at scale? Wholesale DC
is the solution for you, we can tailor our services
to fit your mining operation requirements no
matter how large they are.

Miner Colocation Basic:
Are you looking for a lean way to operate your

Whether you
are looking for a
turnkey solution
or for wholesale
data center services
we can address
your needs better
than anyone else
in the market.

mining equipment and utilize services on
demand? Our Basic plan suits customers that
want to keep a lean mining operation or can
operate it autonomously.

Miner Colocation Plus:
Miner Colocation Plus is our carefree colocation
plan. It’s the right fit for mining operators looking
for predictable OPEX, reliable management and
operations of the mining infrastructure. This is a
great plan for customers that mine at scale or
are looking to ramp up their operations.

2MS:
Are you looking for a turnkey solution? 2MS
is the right fit for you. 2MS is a flexible Mining
as a Service plan, that includes equipment

Contact us:
sales@advaniadc.com

and operations. Our team of experts ensures
that your mining operations are running at full
performance, managing the infrastructure as well
as handling the mining optimization and payouts.

ADC0520

Visit our website:
advaniadc.com/datacenter-solutions/mining

